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Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members of the State Government Committee for hosting 
this public hearing on my legislation. I appreciate the opportunity to inform everyone 
about the legislation. 

I think everyone agrees that post secondary education is critical for anyone who wishes 
to obtain gainful employment that provides a living wage. We are very fortunate in 
Pennsylvania to have the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education. 
PASSHE plays a vital role in post secondary college education in the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania for over 120,000 students. Although PASSHE tuition rates are lower than 
other state school systems, I am concerned that based on current practices, we will 
lose that distinction. 

The CPI increased 1.7% from May of 201 1 to May of 2012 which means the inflation 
rate was 1.7%. PASSHE then raised tuition by 3% and stated it was "within the 
inflation rate. This hearing is about legislation that would prevent these unafiordable 
tuition increases. 

The last union contract gave first year tenured professors an 8.15% raise in 2008, an 
8.15% raise in 2009, and a 9.20% raise in 2010. A 25.5% pay raise in three years is 
very rare among most of the families of PASSHE students. Full time was considered 
teaching just 12 hours a week compared to the 25 hours a week an average high 
school teacher has to teach. The president of each campus union only had to work 
75% of that schedule and still received full pay and benefits. 7% of the professors 
could be on full pay and full benefits sabbatical at any given time and children of 
PASSHE employees received free tuition. I hope the new union contract does not give 
away the store like the prior one did. 





The third bill is H02442. It would allow students who focus on academics to cpt out of 
paying the Student Activity Fee. The Student Activity Fee ranges from $300 to $900 a 
year at the various PASSHE colleges. (Handout) That means that over a five year 
period, which is the average time students spend to earn a bachelors degree, the 
Student Activity Fee adds up to $4,500 to the cost of earning a college degree. 

Students who join fraternities, play intramural sports, attend concerts on campus, 
participate in student trips, and so on could continue to pay up to $900 a year for that 
privilege. They would continue to pay for the sewices they are using. 

Students who spend their time going to class, studying, and working part time jobs 
would be able to opt out of paying the Student Activity Fee since they do not engage in 
those activities. They could save up to $900 a year on college costs if they opted out 
of paying the fee. It is only right that students should not have to pay for things they 
are not using. 

The final bill for today's hearing is HB2446. It would end the practice of 7% of the 
professors being off on paid salary and paid benefit sabbaticals at  any given time. 
Students are required to pay 100% of their tuition, so they should get 100% of their 
professors, not 93% of them. 

PASSHE colleges are good at what they do; they teach people to become teachers, 
nurses, business people, etc. PASSHE colleges are not research institutions like Penn 
State, Pitt, Carnegie Mellon, etc. 

Paid sabbaticals make sense for research institutions where most of the students have 
majors in engineering, science, chemistrj, physics, etc. If a nuclear physics professor 
takes a six month paid leave to observe at a nuclear power plant and then brings back 
those experiences to the classroom, the students benefit. 

If a poetry professor takes a six month leave to study poetry in Uraguay, it is of 
questionable value in the dassroom. Most PASSHE students have majors such as 
education, art, music, business, etc. which do not necessitate paid sabbaticals. 

Just at Edinboro University there were 9 professors on paid sabbatical leave during the 
spring 2012 semester. That was just at  1 of 14 colleges, so at all of them there may 
have been over 100 out on paid sabbaticals. HB2446 would put a halt to these paid 
sabbaticals and keep the professors in the classroom where they would teach students. 

These four pieces of legislation would help to keep tuition affordable and I hope that 
the committee members will support these proposals. 

Thank you for allowing me to testify and I would be happy to answer any questions 
that committee members have right now or at  any time during the hearing. 


